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tightness approach and say welcome this morning we're like all my my come fall. They have just
getting a cold shortness of breath or all the thing but do you think like in suggestions or feeling
that if you could only Burke, the feeling of fullness to go away. Sometimes we tend to over eatery
late at night. We have a feeling that kind Into Justin feeling we can't just chock it up to being all my
going to the media. H much I can only Durbin would go away. That could be indicate a

heart attack not the our bombing as well too, like having this with exertion
dizziness a vertigo disproportionate sweating with activity. So how many
women are going to menopausal symptoms now through their life where
they're getting really super hot or super ready you know with activity. They
never had before it got to the indicate heart attack issues and sudden

profound fatigue and your great now is going to hit a wall in years like Oh my goodness, I can't
move here forever. You know the fact the matter is that every 22 minute which is very crazy if you
think about it could be very been on the ever 22 minutes a Canadian woman died from heart talk
most of it back our preventable because they have uniques entomology women do then then they
actually go on diagnose and they go on preventing the hospital. They are actually not even

given the same out treatment that a man would get would get and just say,


